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Did Lee Flog Slaves? 

 

 

On April 23, 1865, a few days after Abraham Lincoln had been killed and soon after Robert E. 

Lee had surrendered, radical activist Wendell Phillips spoke in Boston.  He extolled the late 

president but also browbeat Confederate leaders and urged that they be sent out of the country 

and that their land be given to former slaves. 

 

     These are sober days.  The judgments of God have found us out…. 

 

     Coming time will put [Lincoln] in that galaxy of Americans which makes our history 

     the day-star of the nations, -- Washington, Hamilton, Franklin, Jefferson, and Jay. 

     History will add [Lincoln's] name to the bright list, with a more loving claim on our 

     gratitude than either of them…. 

          What shall we say as to the punishment of the rebels?...Those not now in Europe will 

     soon be there; indeed, after paroling the bloodiest and guiltiest of all, Robert E. Lee, 

     there would be little fitness in hanging any lesser wretch. 

          Our Rebellion has lasted four years….A thousand men rule the Rebellion…A thousand 

     men! 

          Banish every one of these thousand rebel leaders, -- every one of them, -- on the pain 

     of death if they ever return! [Loud applause.]  Confiscate every dollar and acre they own. 

     [Applause.]  These steps the world and their followers will see are necessary to kill the  

     seeds of caste, dangerous State rights, and secession. 

          Land and the ballot are the true foundations of all governments.  Intrust [sic] them, 

     wherever loyalty exists, to all those, black and white, who have upheld the flag.  

     [Applause.]  Reconstruct no State without giving to every loyal man in it the ballot.  I 

     scout all limitations of knowledge, property or race. [Applause.] 

 

     Phillips praised the current president for promising: "I shall punish; I shall confiscate…."  

Then he said:  

 

     Let us reply: "Good, so far good!  Banish the rebels; see to it that, beyond all mistake,  

     you strip them of all possibility of doing harm….Land, where every man's title-deed,  

     based on confiscation, is the bond which ties his interest to the Union; ballot, the  

     weapon which enables him to defend his property and the Union, -- these are the  

     motives for the white man.  The negro needs no motive but his instinct and heart. 

     Give him the bullet and ballot; he needs them, and while he holds them the Union is  

     safe…." 

 

     This is the lesson God teaches us in the blood of Lincoln….[1]  

 



     Phillips was not the only voice shouting for confiscation of the property owned by the 

defeated Confederates.  Pennsylvania Representative Thaddeus Stevens, another radical, shouted  

even louder five months later: "We especially insist that the property of the chief rebels should 

be seized and appropriated to the payment of the national debt…."  He then affirmed: "Divide the 

land into convenient farms.  Give, if you please, forty acres to each adult male freedman."[2] 

     According to author Eric Foner, "[t]he idea of remaking Southern society led a few Radicals 

to propose that the federal government overturn the plantation system and provide the former 

slaves with homesteads."[3] 

     In this atmosphere of land redistribution, mixed with contempt for Confederate leaders, 

boldly marched former Arlington slaves Wesley Norris and his father.  As they marched, did 

they both dream of owning land?  The question has been asked for over 150 years: Did Robert E. 

Lee have Norris whipped at the Arlington estate before the war?   

 

 

                                                      Arlington Slaves Rebel 

 

Before the war, Robert E. Lee and his family lived on the beautiful 1100-acre Arlington estate. 

(The beautiful rolling hills of Arlington, site of the national military cemetery, lie in Virginia 

across the Potomac River from Washington, DC.)  Some five dozen slaves lived on the 

plantation and were owned by Lee’s father-in-law, George Washington Parke Custis, an adopted 

child of George Washington.   

     After Mr. Custis died in 1857, Lee became the executor of the estate and also managed its 

operations.  Before long, a disagreement developed between Lee and the slaves.  The slaves 

believed that they were to have been freed at Mr. Custis's death; however, Lee believed that Mr. 

Custis had made no such provision in his will.  The Custis will, however, was clear that the 

slaves had to be freed five years from the death of their late owner.  Tension, between Lee and 

the slaves, increased when he began to hire out some of them to local employers. (Lee did so to 

raise money for the cash-strapped estate.)[4]  Soon some of the slaves rebelled and ran away.  In 

1859 three runaways absconded, almost reached Pennsylvania before being captured in 

Maryland, and were returned to Arlington.  In an effort to prevent more absconding, as well as to 

halt further dissension among the slaves, Lee sent these three runaways to work for employers 

living a great distance from Arlington.[5] 

   

 

                                   Anonymous Accusations Immediately Appear 

 

Soon after the three runaways were recaptured, anonymous letters-to-the-editor appeared.  On 

June 24, 1859, in The New-York Daily Tribune “owned by abolitionist Horace Greeley,”[6] one 

of the letters stated: 

 

     To the Editor of the N. Y. Tribune. 

          Sir: I live one mile from the plantation of George Washington P. Custis, now Col. 

     Lee's, as Custis willed it to Lee.  All the slaves on the estate, as I understand, were  

     set free at the death of Custis, but are now held in bondage by Lee.  I have inquired 

     concerning the will, but can get no satisfaction.  Custis had fifteen children by his  

     slave women.  I see his grandchildren every day; they are dark yellow.  Last week 



     three of the slaves ran away; an officer was sent after them, overtook them nine miles 

     this side of Pennsylvania, and brought them back.  Col. Lee ordered them whipped.  

     They were two men and one woman.  The officer whipped the two men and said he 

     would not whip the woman, and Col. Lee stripped her and whipped her himself.  These  

     are the facts as I learned from near relatives of the men whipped.  After being whipped, 

     he sent them to Richmond and hired them out as good farm hands. 

                Yours                                   A Citizen. 

       Washington, June 19, 1859 [7] 

 

     Another letter was titled "Some Facts That Should Come to Light" and stated: 

 

     To the Editor of the N. Y. Tribune. 

          Sir:  It is known that the venerable George Washington Parke Custis died some  

     two years ago; and the same papers that announced his death announced also the fact 

     that on his deathbed he liberated his slaves.  The will, for some reason, was never  

     allowed any publicity, and the slaves themselves were cajoled along with the idea  

     that some slight necessary arrangements were to be made, when they would have  

     their free papers.  Finally they were told five years must elapse before they could go. 

     Meantime they have been deprived of all means of making a little now and then for 

     themselves, as they were allowed to do during Mr. Custis's life, have been kept  

     harder at work than ever, and part of the time have been cut down to a half peck of  

     unsifted meal a week for each person without even their fish allowance.  Three old  

     women, who have seen nearly their century each, are kept sewing, making clothes  

     for the field hands, from daylight till dark, with nothing but the half-peck of 

     meal to eat; and no tea or coffee – nothing that old people crave – and no time  

     given them to earn these little rarities, as formerly.  One old man, eighty years old 

     "had done enough, and might go home and [']smoke his pipe in peace[']," is now  

     turned out as a regular field hand. A year ago, for some trifling offense, three were 

     sent to jail, and a few months later three more, for simply going down the river to 

     get themselves some fish, when they were literally starved. 

          Some three or four weeks ago, three, more courageous than the rest, thinking 

     their five years would never come to an end, came to the conclusion to leave for the  

     North.  They were most valuable servants, but they were never advertised, and there 

     was no effort made to regain them, which looks exceedingly as though Mr. Lee, the 

     present proprietor, knew he had no lawful claim to them.  They had not proceeded 

     far before their progress was intercepted by some brute in human form, who  

     suspected them to be fugitives, and probably wished a reward.  They were lodged  

     in jail, and frightened into telling where they started from.  Mr. Lee was forthwith 

     acquainted with their whereabouts, when they were transported back, taken into a  

     barn, stripped and the men received thirty and nine lashes each, from the hands of  

     the slave-whipper, when he refused to whip the girl, and Mr. Lee himself administered  

     the thirty and nine lashes to her.  They were then sent to Richmond jail, where they  

     are now lodged. 

          Next to Mount Vernon, we associate "the Custis place" with the "Father of this 

     free country."  Shall "Washington's body guard [sic]," be thus tampered with, and never 

     a voice raised for such utter helplessness?                                              A. 



               Washington, June 21, 1859.[8] 

 

 

 

     These letters claimed that the Arlington slaves (two men and a woman), after being captured, 

were returned to Arlington where Lee ordered the men to be whipped but was forced to whip the 

female slave himself when "the slave-whipper" refused to do so.[9]  After these letters appeared, 

Lee wrote to one of his sons, “[t]he…Tribune has attacked me for my treatment of your 

grandfather’s slaves, but I shall not reply.”[10] 

 

 

                                         Arlington Estate Stripped from the Lees 

 

During the War Between the States, even though Lee was occupied with military matters, he was 

almost able to free the Custis slaves on schedule with the will’s five-year stipulation.[11] Yet,  

due to alleged, overdue property-tax payments, the Federal government was able to purchased 

the Arlington estate at a tax sale in January 1864.[12]  By the time Lee surrendered, the 

government had turned part of Arlington into a burgeoning cemetery for its dead soldiers; it had 

also established a substantial refugee village on the estate for about 2,000 former or escaped 

slaves.[13] 

 

 

                                        Post-War Accusations of Slave Whipping  

 

Though Lee had surrendered in April 1865, the old, slave-whipping story continued to appear in 

print.  Concerning the publication of this incident, Lee wrote to an interested party in March 

1866:  

     

     I am very much obliged to you for your bold defense of me in the New York papers, at a      

     time when many were willing to believe any enormity charged against me.   

 

     This same slander which you at the time denounced as false, was nevertheless circulated at 

     the North, and since the termination of hostilities has been renewed in Europe.  Yet there is 

     not a word of truth in it, or any ground for its origin.  No servant, soldier, or citizen, that was 

     ever employed by me, can with truth charge me with bad treatment.[14] 

 

     Lee wrote on April 13, 1866, in response to another slave-whipping article in the Baltimore 

American:  

  

     The same statement, with some variation, has been published at the North for several years.   

     The statement is not true; but I have not thought proper to publish a contradiction, being 

     unwilling to be drawn into a newspaper discussion, believing that those who know me would 

     not credit it, and those who do not would care nothing about it.                           

 

     I cannot now depart from the rule I have followed.  It is so easy to make accusations against 

     the people at the South upon similar testimony, that those so disposed, should one be refuted, 



     will immediately create another; and thus you would be led into endless controversy.  I think 

     it better to leave their correction to the return of reason and good feeling.[15]                               

 

 

                                      An Eyewitness Named Norris Comes Forward 

 

The next day, April 14, 1866, marked the anniversary of the day Abraham Lincoln was shot.   

It was also the day Wendell Phillips's tool, the National Anti-Slavery Standard, published an 

eyewitness account of the old, slave-whipping story.  This version of the story, however, came 

from Wesley Norris, one of the three slaves whom Lee allegedly ordered to be whipped in 1859. 

     Absent from the Norris account was the former charge that Lee had personally whipped the 

female fugitive slave.  In its place, however, were two new allegations -- an increased number of 

lashes given to the two males as well as the use of brine on the whipped backs of all three 

fugitives.  According to Norris: 

 

     [Lee]…ordered us to the barn, where, in his presence, we were tied firmly to posts by… 

     our overseer, who was ordered by Gen. Lee to strip us to the waist and give us fifty  

     lashes each, excepting my sister [Mary], who received but twenty; we were accordingly 

     stripped to the skin by the overseer, who, however, had sufficient humanity to decline 

     whipping us; accordingly Dick Williams, a county constable, was called in, who gave  

     us the number of lashes ordered; Gen. Lee, in the meantime, stood by, and frequently 

     enjoined Williams to "lay it on well."...[N]ot satisfied with simply lacerating our naked  

     flesh, Gen. Lee then ordered the overseer to thoroughly wash our backs with brine,  

     which was done.[16] 

 

     During the mid-1900s, Lee scholar Douglas Southall Freeman wrote concerning the Norris-

escape incident: "There is no evidence, direct or indirect, that Lee ever had [these three slaves] or 

any other Negroes flogged."[17]  However, in the early 2000s, Lee-family scholar Elizabeth 

Pryor wrote concerning the Norris version of this incident: "Its veracity has been questioned by 

generations of Lee aficionados, and we might be tempted to dismiss it as the exaggerated ranting 

of a bitter ex-slave.  Except…all of its facts are verifiable."[18]           

     Did Norris tell the truth?  Or, did he exaggerate details of this incident to make Lee falsely 

appear as a cruel, slave-whipping master?  If Norris exaggerated this story, what could have been 

his motive? (One such motive will be examined below.) 

  

                                    Kind or Callous Treatment of Arlington Runaways? 

    

A. Whipping Required for Runaways? 

 

According to Ms. Pryor: "Whipping was not just allowed under the law; it was stipulated in cases 

of runaways…."[19]  If "stipulated" means that Lee was required by law to have runaways 

whipped, why should he be criticized for doing what the law thus "stipulated"?[20]       

     Regardless of whether "stipulated" means "required" or "encouraged," is there any proof or 

unbiased testimony that Lee ever had anyone whipped?  Ms. Pryor reports that Lee had been 

"faced with a near epidemic of runaways."  Since there were so many runaways, and since the 

law "stipulated" that Lee have runaways whipped, where are the records and even letters-to-the-



editor about these other lashings?  Why was the Norris escape apparently the only one to garner 

big-time newspaper exposure concerning the use of the whip?  It seems that the lashing of even 

one Arlington slave should have been big news for abolitionists.  The Arlington slaves were not 

just any slaves -- they were part of the heritage of America's most famous man George 

Washington whose only adopted son was the late Mr. Custis.  So if the law "stipulated" that Lee 

have these runaways whipped, where is the publicity for these other whippings?   

     One explanation for this lack of information is that Lee never had any of these runaway slaves 

put to the lash and that part of Norris's testimony was exaggerated.  Norris claims that Lee 

required fifty lashes each to be given to Norris and the other male runaway.[21]  Yet, for over 

150 years, Virginia laws, that required whipping as a punishment, habitually warned that the 

whipping should "not…exceed thirty-nine lashes."[22]  Was the fifty-lash allegation by Norris a 

gross exaggeration to make Lee appear as a crazed-whipping master who required more lashes 

than even the law advocated?   

 

B. Discretion Permitted for Punishment 

 

Virginia crimes, that required whipping as punishment, allowed certain officials to use discretion 

when the whip was to be applied.[23]  Ms. Pryor claims that the slave "owner might exercise 

some judgment" about the way "his slaves were" to be "punished."[24]  Since such discretion 

was permitted, is it not just as reasonable that Lee chose to give no lashes to the members of the 

Norris-party after they were returned to Arlington?  Robert E. Lee could display a temper, 

however, he often showed considerable kindness.[25]  Aside from the Norris allegation, it seems 

just as reasonable to assume that Lee used this "owner['s]" discretion and had none of the 

members of the Norris party whipped.   

     If these runaways had been whipped after escaping from Arlington, is it possible that they 

were whipped before they were ever returned to the estate?  

 

     1. Whipped by their Maryland captor?  

     Could the person who captured the Norris party have whipped these runaways before they 

were even taken to jail in Maryland?  If so, after they were returned to Arlington Lee may have 

decided that they had already been whipped enough and ordered that no more lashes to be given.  

Did Lee not have this discretion?   

     An early Virginia law concerned any slave who, without permission, was away from his 

approved location.  This law stated that "any person may apprehend [the slave]…and punish him 

with whipping on the bare back, not exceeding twenty lashes."[26] 

     Maryland had several laws which permitted whipping in similar situations.  One such law 

"made" it "the duty" of a constable, under certain circumstances, to whip a slave found without a 

"license."  Also, a Maryland plantation owner could legally whip any "strange negroes" he found 

on his plantation.  In addition, throughout the South roving patrols often whipped slaves and 

others who carried no proper passes or identification.[27]   

     If the members of the Norris party were whipped, is it not just as likely that they were 

whipped by an overzealous constable, a whip-happy plantation owner, or by a roving patrol 

before any of these fugitives were ever sent to jail in Maryland? 

 

 

     



 

      2. Whipped by their Maryland jailer? 

      Could the Norris fugitives have been whipped by their jailer in Westminster, Maryland?  The 

Norris-party escape spawned a mystery!  An unnamed woman joined the original three runaways 

somewhere before their capture.  Did her presence cause the fugitives to be whipped at the jail?  

If this unnamed woman was helping the Norris party, she may have been breaking both Virginia 

and Maryland laws.  Such laws carried penalties of whippings, fines, or even imprisonments.[28]  

Did the Norris party, fearing that this mystery woman would be imprisoned for helping them 

escape, lie to the jailer about her identity? 

     At the time these fugitives were captured in Maryland, a local newspaper reported that all 

four in the group were slaves from Arlington.  However, it seems that the Norris party originally 

had only three people: Wesley Norris, his sister, and their cousin.[29]  If the slaves lied to their 

jailer about this unnamed woman's identity, did he react violently by whipping these escapees?  

Such jail violence was not unknown in the South.  An 1824 Mississippi law, concerning the 

interrogation of jailed fugitives, claimed: "[I]f the statement made by said slave or slaves shall 

prove to be false, it shall be the duty of the jailer, without delay, to give the said slave or each of 

them twenty-five lashes, well laid on, and interrogate him, her or them anew…."[30]  

     Did Maryland have a law or even a tradition similar to this Mississippi-interrogation law?    

One of the letters-to-the-editor, printed by the New York Tribune in 1859, claimed that these 

runaways needed to be "frightened into telling where they started from."[31]  Did an over-

zealous Maryland jailer apply the whip to "frighten" the fugitives into telling the truth? 

      

     3. Whipped by Maryland Constables?   

     Could the Norris-party members have been whipped by a Maryland constable?  Were any of 

the Maryland constables involved in taking these fugitives to jail after they were captured?   

     According to author Philip J. Schwarz, before 1748, in Virginia "[t]he main means of          

returning runaway slaves to their owners was to 'whip them from constable to constable' across 

the necessary distance within Virginia."[32]  Did Maryland have a similar law or a similar 

tradition?  If so, is it not possible that the Norris-party members were whipped by various 

constables (or other officials) before they even reached Arlington?   

     The Norris-party escape involved crossing the legal jurisdictions of at least two states, several 

counties, and possibly a federal district (if the fugitives passed through the nearby District of 

Columbia, or Washington, DC).  Is it possible that some of these jurisdictions had their own 

laws, regulations, ordinances, or even violent traditions allowing these fugitives to have been 

whipped sometime after they fled Arlington and before they were returned?   

     It seems as though there were many opportunities for someone to have whipped these escaped 

slaves before they were again placed under Robert E. Lee's supervision.   

     

C.  What was Brine Used for? 

 

Wesley Norris not only alleged that Lee ordered their whipping but Norris also claimed: 

"not satisfied with simply lacerating our naked flesh," Lee next "ordered the overseer to 

thoroughly wash our backs with brine, which was done."[33] 

     Aside from slave testimony, it appears that there is nothing that remotely suggests Lee did 

anything to cause these fugitives to undergo physical pain as a punishment.  However, he may 

have chosen to do something, for the fugitives' own good, which would have been painful.  



Norris implies that Lee used brine to harm them; however, is it not just as likely that Lee used 

brine to heal them – especially if they had already been whipped during their escape?   

 

     1. To Heal Cuts  

     Brine (a mixture of salt and water) was used to help heal cuts.  In 1935, Dr. Carter G. 

Woodson wrote about his uncle who, as a slave, had experienced the brine bath.  According to 

Dr. Woodson, after his uncle was once severely whipped, "[t]o heal" the resulting "wounds," his 

uncle "was washed down in brine or what the slaves referred to as 'salt and water.'"[34]   

     If Lee used brine, he may have been acting humanely rather than harshly.  Norris claimed that 

the Arlington overseer had "sufficient humanity to decline whipping us."  If the purpose of using 

the salt water was to inflict pain, as Norris implies, why would the humane overseer agree to 

"thoroughly wash" their "backs with brine"?  One reason he may have agreed to do so was that, 

like a doctor, the overseer knew that this brine solution was like a medicine which would help to 

heal the wounds of these slaves.   

     Being washed with brine, to avoid "putrefaction" of wounds, was a painful experience.  

However, if Lee's intent, aside from healing these slaves, was to cause additional pain, he might 

have employed other methods.  He could have ordered the overseer to use: "hot brine and 

turpentine" poured into the wounds; the painful "pickle" to apply "salt and water"; the atrocious 

"negro plaster" composed of not only salt but also pepper, mustard and vinegar – this "plaster"  

had the affect of calcifying the skin after being applied to the wounds.[35]  

 

     2. A Necessary Inspection 

     Norris also claimed that Lee had the slaves stripped "to the waist."  If this is true, Lee may 

have done so to learn how badly the slaves had been whipped before they had been returned to 

Arlington.  Even a doctor must inspect the body to determine if treatment is necessary.      

     According to Norris, Lee had the slaves "tied firmly to posts by" the "overseer."  If this is 

true, Lee may have done so to prevent excessive movement by the slaves which could have 

prevented the overseer from making a "thorough" application of the brine.              

     Norris reported that Lee said "lay it on well."  Is it not possible that if Lee said something 

like this, he was not speaking to an official who was whipping the slaves, but he was speaking to 

the overseer and telling him to "lay on" (or to thoroughly apply) the salt and water?  Did Norris 

and his newspaper handlers ever so slightly twist the facts of this incident to convert a story of 

Lee's restraint and healing care into a tale of passionate cruelty?      

     Before the war, there was an obvious motive for the Custis slaves to embellish this story.  By 

exaggerating details of the Norris incident to make Lee appear as a violent master, the Arlington 

slaves may have hoped to pressure the Lee family into immediately freeing them.  After all, they 

claimed that they should have been freed at Mr. Custis's death.  For this reason, it must be asked: 

Did the Arlington slaves help their abolitionist friends write the anonymous letters accusing Lee 

of whipping these slaves?[36]  One of the anonymous writers claimed: "These are facts as I 

learned from near relatives of the men whipped."[37]  If this part of the letter is true, did one of 

the Arlington slaves originate the canard that Lee whipped Mary Norris?  And if this was a fact, 

why did her brother Wesley, one of the eyewitnesses, not mention this salient part of the event in 

his post-war story?  Someone's version of this story, derived from the slaves or not, is obviously 

untrustworthy if not a deliberate distortion.    

          

 



                                A Motive for Exaggerating Norris's Post-War Account 

       

A.  First Attempt to Get Arlington Land 

       

     After the war, what could have been a motive to exaggerate this story?  By then, the Arlington 

slaves had been free for several years.  Author Elizabeth Pryor claims: "Wesley Norris gave his 

interview after he was freed, when he had nothing to hide, gain, or fear…."[38]   

     After Robert E. Lee surrendered, his wife "Mary [Lee] lost no time in applying for the return 

of Arlington" according to author James Perry.  Yet, northern vengeance stood in her way.  "On 

May 25, 1865…the Washington Daily Morning Chronicle declared:  

 

     [I]n the vicinity of Arlington House…some hundreds of Union heroes murdered by 

     the orders of Mrs. Lee's husband, or by her husband's troops, are buried.  These sacred 

     remains shall not be profaned by…this race of savages and traitors…."[39] 

 

     Regardless of such northern feelings, within a year Mary Lee would have competition for the 

Arlington estate.  This competition would not be coming from northerners but from some people 

she knew very well -- from former Arlington slaves.  On April 19, 1866, Ohio's Belmont 

Chronicle reported: "The Freedmen's Bureau at Washington has given seventeen acres of the 

Arlington estate to a Mrs. [Syphax]."[40]  In June 1866, President Andrew Johnson signed a bill 

giving to Maria Syphax, a former slave at the Arlington estate, 17 acres of land, most, if not all 

of which, had been given to her by the late Mr. Custis in the 1820s.[41]  

     Still, Maria Syphax would not be Mrs. Lee's only competitor for Arlington acres.   

     

     1. The Power of the Pen 

     Why would a newspaper even publish the Norris story as late as 1866?  After all, in one form 

or another, the Norris runaway-slave story had been published and republished for more than six 

years; it was an old, well-told event.  So, why was it published at this time? 

     A shrewd politician by the name of Abraham Lincoln knew the importance of public pressure.  

He once claimed: "[H]e who moulds public sentiment…goes deeper than he who enacts statutes 

or pronounces decisions."[42]  Wendell Phillips also knew the power that abolitionist periodicals 

could exert on the public.  In early 1866, the National Anti-Slavery Standard published a 

comment by one public official about the power of the Standard:  "You don't know how every 

single strong word you utter helps us, and every compromising word weakens us…."[43]  

 

     2. The 1866 Plan to Get Land  

     By March 12, 1866, a group of ex-Arlington slaves had launched a plan to obtain land from 

the Arlington estate.  They petitioned Congress "to divide to each one of them…to their heirs the 

amount of ten acres of land on this estate."[44]                                  

     Yet, before Congress finished ruling on the petition, Norris's account would be published at 

least four times: by The New-York Daily Tribune on March 26; by Philadelphia's The Daily 

Evening Telegraph on March 27; by the Cleveland Daily Leader on April 11; by the National 

Anti-Slavery Standard on April 14.[45]    

     Since Norris had been free for about two and a half years, why had it taken so long for his 

story to be published?  And, why was it published at this particular time?  Was it just a 

coincidence that Norris's account was published at least four times within a month of the filing of 



this petition?  Or, could the rapid-fire publication of the Norris story, in some of the largest cities 

in the nation, have been part of a plan -- a plan to falsely accuse Lee and thereby pressure 

Congress into giving part of Arlington to these former-slaves? 

     Is it possible that Wesley Norris may have been trying to get land for himself by exaggerating 

his account of the story?  One of the petitioners was "Leonard Norris,” Wesley's father.  How 

important was it to be a child of one of these petitioners?  In Nashville, Tennessee, on March 25, 

1866, the Daily Union and American seems to have claimed that the petitioners were also asking 

that land be given to their children. (The following italics were added by your author.) 

 

     The freed people, who formerly belonged to G.W.P. Custis, have petitioned Congress, 

     setting forth that under his will they were to receive a comfortable subsistence during  

     life, and that they are now destitute.  They consequently ask that they and their children – 

     some fifty, all told – may respectively receive ten acres of the Arlington estate.[46]   

 

   As a child of petitioner Leonard Norris, Wesley Norris may have had a strong motive for 

exaggerating his story that belittled Robert E. Lee.  

     The National Anti-Slavery Standard, which also published the Norris story at the same time 

Congress was evaluating the petition, was hardly a neutral publication.  It had been the "official 

organ of the American Anti-Slavery Society."[47]  It also had a close connection with Wendell 

Phillips, the radical abolitionist who strongly advocated that "land" be given to former slaves.  

Phillips had also been a fervent admirer of John Brown, the violent anti-slavery insurrectionist 

who was captured before the war by Robert E. Lee.[48]  

     The week before the Standard published Norris's story, it had specifically targeted Robert E. 

Lee, previously summoned to testify before Congress.   

 

     We have no words fitly to express our indignation at the insult offered to the country  

     by the Reconstruction Committee, in summoning before them Robert E. Lee, that "cruel 

     wretch and unhanged [sic] traitor," as even the Evening Post called him last Summer.    

     "Whoever dares to treat this man," said the Post, "as anything but [the] unhanged traitor  

     that he is, ought to be haunted through life by miserable spectres that were let out of 

     Richmond into the free air only to die." 

       

     Yet to this wretch a Congressional Committee sends, for evidence on which to base  

     National action!  Is the evidence of this perjured traitor to be held up as trustworthy  

     before the American people?...[Can] his word…be taken by any honest man…as if he had  

     any right to show himself in the presence of loyal and Christian men…as if Government  

     could, without utter loss of self-respect take any notice of such a culprit, except to gibbet  

     his body and send his memory to rot…[?][49]      

 

     Did Congress understand the Norris interview to have been part of a scheme to get land?  

Regardless, the government denied the petition filed by Norris's father and others.    

 

 

 

 

 



B. Second Attempt to Get Arlington Land 

 

     1. The 1868 Plan to Get Land  

     Leonard Norris and other ex-Arlington slaves continued their quest for acres from the 

Arlington estate by filing another petition in 1868.  This time each petitioner asked Congress for 

20 acres from the estate.[50]  

     As in 1866, Lee was hit by another negative newspaper barrage.  Washington College, where 

he was president, had started a fundraising campaign targeting Northern contributors.  In 

response to this campaign, The New York Independent lashed out at Lee with a possible allusion 

to the Norris runaway-slave story; it claimed:  "We have…been reminded of the fact that slaves 

found on [Lee's] plantation at Arlington averred that he had treated them with atrocious 

cruelty."[51]   

      

     2. Another Anonymous Testimony 

     The Independent apparently chose to continue its attack on Lee by using the anonymous 

method.  On June 4, 1868, The Independent printed an interview with a woman who claimed to 

have been a former Arlington slave.  Though she is not named, the article implied that the 

woman was living at Arlington at the time of her interview.  When asked if "Lee [was] a good 

master," this unnamed woman replied: "He used to have po' souls cut most to pieces by de 

constable out here, and afterward he made his oversee' wash dere backs wi' brine."[52]   

     Two years had passed since the publication of the Norris story.  For this reason it is not 

unexpected that former Custis slaves would be parroting the most salient details of the Norris 

account – an account that had been publicized from New York to Cleveland.  Yet, who was this 

woman quoted in The Independent?  If named, she might have been found and asked: "Did you 

personally witness these events that you mention, or are you just repeating what you were told or 

have read over the years?"  A more stinging question would have been: "Are you one of the 

former Arlington slaves who has been trying to get ten to twenty acres of land from Congress 

since 1866?"  Or, "Are you closely related to any of those trying to get this land?"   

     Were this woman's opinions of Lee fair, or were they slanted by a desire to get land or to help 

others get land?  Since the reader does not know who she was, her possible motives cannot be 

examined.   

     Did all of these claims, that Lee had slaves whipped, come directly or indirectly from onetime 

slaves at Arlington?  If so, such testimony may have been tainted by the twin motives of a desire 

to become immediately free (before the war) and by a desire for land (after the war).  Until 

unbiased testimony, concerning this sad incident in Lee's life, is discovered, one should 

remember the words of Douglas Southall Freeman: "There is no evidence, direct or indirect, that 

Lee ever had [these three slaves] or any other Negroes flogged."[53] 

 

### 

 

                                                                         Notes                                                                                                             
 

                                                                  Abbreviations 

 

FI     --   Douglas Southall Freeman, R. E. Lee: A Biography, vol. 1 (New York: Charles       

              Scribner’s Sons, 1942).  



 

 

Chapter 1  Did Lee Flog Slaves? 

 

1. Wendell Phillips, Speeches, Lectures, and Letters (Boston: Lee and Shepard Publishers, 1891), 

446ff. 

     Wendell Phillips was a radical civil rights advocate from Massachusetts who for many years 

maintained a close relationship with the American Anti-Slavery Society; eventually he became 

its president (Irving H. Bartlett, Wendell Phillips: Brahmin Radical, Boston: Beacon Press, 1961, 

292-93).  During January 1864, he wanted "the federal government" to "'[crumble] up the nobles' 

estates into small farms' and put them 'into the hands of the negroes and white men who fought 

for [them]!'"  The country, he believed, "owes the negro…freedom…land [and] education" 

(James Brewer Stewart, Wendell Phillips: Liberty's Hero, Baton Rouge: Louisiana State 

University Press, 1986, 247).  According to author James Stewart, Phillips "had" even 

"earmarked" certain "plantations…for ownership by the freedmen" (ibid., 267).  For several 

years, he continued his plans for "Negroes" to "be given farms" (Bartlett, 313).  

     Phillips was intimately involved with the society's "official organ," the National Anti-Slavery 

Standard and at one point became its editor (Jane H. Pease and William H. Pease, They Who 

Would Be Free: Blacks' Search for Freedom, 1830-1861, New York: Atheneum, 1974, 41; 

Stewart, 106).  During the year Norris accused Lee, the Standard was also publishing Phillips's 

"signed editorials" and his speeches (Lorenzo Sears, Wendell Phillips: Orator and Agitator, New 

York: Benjamin Blom, 1909, 264-66).  

2. Eric Foner, A Short History of Reconstruction, 1863-1877 (New York: Harper & Row, Pub., 

1990), 107; also see Fawn M. Brodie, Thaddeus Stevens: Scourge of the South (New York: W. 

W. Norton & Co., Inc., 1959), 230, 232.  Wendell Phillips's friend and fellow radical Senator 

Charles Sumner wrote in March 1865: "I have regarded confiscation only as ancillary to 

Emancipation.  The great plantations…must be broken up, & freedmen must share the pieces" 

(Beverly Wilson Palmer, ed., The Selected Letters of Charles Sumner, vol. 2, Boston: 

Northeastern University Press, 1990, 273).   

     The concept of former Confederate leaders needing to leave the country was one backed by 

Sumner.  Just a few days after Lee surrendered, Senator Sumner wrote about those who had "left 

the flag." Concerning them he warned: "we shall frighten out of the country as many as possible" 

(Palmer, vol. 2, 294).  A former "Harvard classmate" of Phillips, Sumner did not believe that the 

"freedmen" could be emancipated unless land, owned by "the slave-masters," could be used to 

help these former slaves begin a farming enterprise (Beverly Wilson Palmer, ed., The Selected 

Letters of Charles Sumner, vol. 1, Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1990, 145, note 1; vol. 

2, 273). 

3. Foner, A Short History, 107. 

4. See: Joseph C. Robert, "Lee the Farmer," The Journal of Southern History, vol. 3, no. 4  

(November, 1937), 422-27, 434; Mary P. Coulling, The Lee Girls (Winston-Salem, N. C.: John 

F. Blair Pub., 1987), 4, 68; John Perry, Lady of Arlington: The Life of Mrs. Robert E. Lee 

(Sisters, Oregon: Multnomah Pub., 2001), 203-04; Douglas Southall Freeman, R. E. Lee: A 

Biography, vol. 1 (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1942), 377, 381, 389; Pryor, 263-64. 

5. Pryor, 266-70. 

6. Perry, 208. 

7. The New-York Daily Tribune, June 24, 1859. 



8. Ibid.  

9. FI, 391-93. 

10. Coulling, 73. 

11. Ibid., 73, footnote. 

12. Perry, 275. 

13. Ibid., 263, 276. 

14. Rev. J. William Jones, DD. Personal Reminiscences, Anecdotes, and Letters of Gen. Robert 

E. Lee. (New York: D. Appleton, 1874), 213. 

15. Ibid., 217; also see Michael Fellman, The Making of Robert E. Lee (New York: Random 

House, 2000), 67.  Concerning these statements by Lee, Ms. Pryor states: "What Lee may have 

objected to was the scene of his personally whipping the slave girl, the most doubtful part of the 

story" (Pryor, 272).  Regardless, the legend that Lee had personally whipped a woman continued. 

On May 11, 1865, The Shreveport Semi-Weekly reprinted an article from the Chicago Tribune: 

     Lee is an average Virginian slaveholder in moral character – nothing more.  Before the  

     war his chivalry only became known from the circumstance which went the rounds of  

     the press, that on one occasion, when his overseer at Arlington refused to obey his  

     order to administer the lash to a young slave woman, who had attempted to escape,  

     Lee himself seized the emblem of slavery and performed the ignoble task… 

     (The Shreveport Semi-Weekly, May 11, 1865).  

 

     As the reader may see in Note 16, below, Wesley Norris, the brother of the woman whom Lee 

allegedly and personally whipped, does not accuse Lee of personally whipping her.                   .  

16. "Robert E. Lee His Brutality to His Slaves" (National Anti-Slavery Standard, April 14, 

1866). 

 

                                                               Robert E. Lee 

                                                    His Brutality to His Slaves 

 

It has frequently been represented by the friends and admirers of Robert E. Lee, late an officer  

in the rebel army, that, although a slaveholder, his treatment of his chattels was invariably 

kind and humane.  The subjoined statement, taken from the lips of one of his former slaves, 

indicates the real character of the man: 

 

     My name is Wesley Norris; I was born a slave on the plantation of George Parke Custis; 

     after the death of Mr. Custis, Gen. Lee, who had been made executor of the estate, 

     assumed control of the slaves, in number about seventy; it was the general impression 

     among the slaves of Mr. Custis that on his death they should be forever free; in fact this 

     statement had been made to them by Mr. C. years before; at his death we were informed 

     by Gen. Lee that by the conditions of the will we must remain slaves for five years; I 

     remained with Gen. Lee for about seventeen months, when my sister Mary, a cousin of 

     ours, and I determined to run away, which we did in the year 1859; we had already 

     reached Westminster, in Maryland, on our way to the North, when we were apprehended 

     and thrown into prison, and Gen. Lee notified of our arrest; we remained in prison fifteen 

     days, when we were sent back to Arlington; we were immediately taken before Gen. Lee, 

     who demanded the reason why we ran away; we frankly told him that we considered 

     ourselves free; he then told us he would teach us a lesson we never would forget; he then 



     ordered us to the barn, where, in his presence, we were tied firmly to posts by a Mr. Gwin, 

     our overseer, who was ordered by Gen. Lee to strip us to the waist and give us fifty lashes 

     each, excepting my sister who received but twenty; we were accordingly stripped to the 

     skin by the overseer, who, however, had sufficient humanity to decline whipping us; 

     accordingly Dick Williams, a county constable, was called in, who gave us the number of 

     lashes ordered; Gen. Lee, in the meantime, stood by, and frequently enjoined Williams to 

     "lay it on well," an injunction which he did not fail to heed; not satisfied with simply 

     lacerating our naked flesh, Gen. Lee then ordered the overseer to thoroughly wash our 

     backs with brine, which was done.  After this my cousin and myself were sent to Hanover 

     Court-House jail, my sister being sent to Richmond to an agent to be hired; we remained in 

     jail about a week, when we were sent to Nelson county, where we were hired out by Gen. 

     Lee's agent to work on the Orange and Alexander railroad; we remained thus employed for 

     about seven months, and were sent to Alabama, and put to work on what is known as the 

     Northeastern railroad; in January, 1863, we were sent to Richmond, from which place I 

     finally made my escape through the rebel lines to freedom; I have nothing further to say; 

     what I have stated is true in every particular, and I can at any time bring at least a dozen 

     witnesses, both white and black, to substantiate my statements: I am at present employed 

     by the Government, and am at work in the National Cemetery on Arlington Heights, where 

     I can be found by those who desire further particulars; my sister referred to is at present 

     employed by the French Minister at Washington, and will confirm my statement" 

     (National Anti-Slavery Standard, April 14, 1866). 

17. FI, 390. 

18. Pryor, 261.        

 

A. The Cost of Slave Escapes  

     In connection with the Norris escape, author Elizabeth Pryor states that "Lee's account book 

for June 1859" reads: "to Richard Williams, arrest, &c of fugitive slaves -- $321.14" (Pryor, 

270).  Again she states: "Lee's accounts show that he paid Williams only $57.25 to arrest and 

detain three other fugitives" in 1858 (ibid.).  After comparing these two totals, Ms. Pryor 

concludes: "The services rendered by Williams in relation to the Norris party must have been 

extraordinary to command a fee" several times "as high as those paid" in 1858 (ibid., 270).  Is 

Ms. Pryor implying that these "services rendered by Williams," included whipping the members 

of the Norris party? 

     The larger amount of money, Lee gave Williams for the 1859 escape, does not necessarily 

indicate that the constable whipped anyone.  It is possible that this larger amount of money was 

due to other greater expenses incurred by the Norris party (which also grew to four people).    

     Since there is no itemization (or breakdown of each item) in the summary from Lee's 

accounts, it is impossible, from the information given, to know:  

          How much of the 1858 and the 1859 amounts went into Williams's pocket?  

          How much of these amounts Williams used to pay others for their services connected 

              with both of these incidents? 

     Each amount seems to have contained several different cost categories. 

 

    1. No Itemization of the 1858 Bill -- According to Ms. Pryor, the constable needed to use part 

of the $57.25 to pay for lodging the 1858 runaways "in jail" for "two months" (ibid.).  How much 



of this amount went into Williams's pocket (for his personal and local services to Lee) and how 

much of this amount was needed by Williams to pay for the expenses of lodging these slaves? 

 

     2. No Itemization of the 1859 Bill -- In 1859 Lee gave Williams $321.14 concerning the 

Norris-party escape.  Once again, it is natural to think that part of this amount went to Williams 

for his personal and local services for Lee.  Yet, how much of this amount had to be used by 

Williams to pay others in Maryland (and even in Virginia) for additional costs charged to the 

Norris party?  How much of this amount did Williams have to forward to Maryland to pay: the 

person or persons capturing these runaways; fellow constables who may have been involved in 

this recovery effort; the jailer who lodged the escapees for two weeks; and, unknown others who 

may have been involved in transporting the fugitives inside Maryland?  Many people may have 

been involved in this two-state, multi-county escape which extended almost to Pennsylvania.      

 

     All of the expenses for the Norris incident seem to be lumped together in Lee's account books 

under the broad statement "to Richard Williams, arrest, &c of fugitive slaves."  So, the reader 

does not know how much of this amount was used to pay for the unknown items labeled as "&c" 

(pertaining to these "fugitive slaves"). 

 

B. The Standard Reward 

     According to Ms. Pryor, "Lee's standard reward for returning runaways was ten dollars per 

slave" (Pryor, 270).  Yet, was the Norris-party escape a "standard" escape?  Although the Norris-

party escape seems to have begun with three people, it concluded with a fourth being captured 

along with the original three. (See Note 29 below.)  How much money did this fourth person cost 

Lee in possible fines, lodging, and arrest?  Were there other liabilities, which would have 

possibly been charged to the Arlington estate, if the original Norris party had caused this fourth 

person to break the law (as a runaway or as an abettor)? 

 

     Also, is it possible that the Norris party triggered a fugitive-slave law which called for a 

larger reward than the one which Lee normally offered?  An 1841 Virginia law stated: "Any 

person apprehending a runaway slave above sixteen years of age more than twenty miles from 

his…abode and within ten miles of [sic] dividing lines between Ohio, Pennsylvania, and 

Maryland shall be entitled to recover $30.00 and ten cents for every mile he shall necessarily 

convey the runaway" (June Purcell Guild, Black Laws of Virginia, New York: Negro 

Universities Press, 1936, 86).             

     Could this law have caused Lee to pay at least $30 for each captured slave from Arlington?  

Did Maryland also have a similar law which could have forced Lee to pay even more?   

     Also, an 1856 Virginia law pertained to slaves fleeing far enough to reach "a non- 

slaveholding state." (This law was passed to increase "the reward" for "runaway slaves.") 

According to this law, anyone who "arrested" a runaway slave reaching "a non-slaveholding 

state" and who also returned that runaway "to the owner," was entitled to a large reward -- the 

reward was to be "25 per cent [sic] of the value of the fugitive" (Guild, 90.  In 1848, Virginia 

officials valued one "condemned" slave at "$600" -- ibid., 88).  Would this Virginia law have 

been triggered had the Norris party reached Pennsylvania?  If so, it seems that whoever captured 

these slaves, before they reached the Pennsylvania line, may have saved Lee more than the $321 

he gave to Williams.  For this reason, is it not possible that the money which Lee gave to 

Williams included a hefty "thank-you" reward for the person who prevented the Norris fugitives 



from reaching Pennsylvania, a free state?  Did Maryland also have a similar law which might 

have cost Lee even more? 

     Regardless, Lee's $321 payment to the constable for three (or four) runaways seems to have 

been similar to some of the fees offered by Maryland slave owners – slave owners who had  

feared that their slaves might have fled out of the state.  Some such slave owners offered two 

different fees: a smaller fee for runaways captured inside the state and a larger fee for runaways 

captured outside the state.                                

     In October 1858, a reward for runaways was advertized in a newspaper in the town where the 

Norris party would be jailed the next year.  The advertisement stated: 

  

     $150 Reward! 

     Ranaway [sic] from the Subscriber on Monday morning, the 4th inst., a NEGRO  B _ Y, about    

     17 years old, calls himself GUST GREEN, copper color, about 5 ½ feet high, had on white                   

     cotton Pants [sic], home-made dark drab Linsey Sack Coat.  A Reward [sic] of $75 will be 

     given if the above described negro be taken within the State, or $150 if taken without the 

     State and secured so that the Subscriber gets him. 

     Greenbury Gaither, 

     Clarkesville, Howard County, Md. 

     October 5, 1858 (Joseph Shaw, ed., The Carroll County Democrat, October 7, 1858; the 

newspaper was published in Westminster, Maryland.). 

  

     Just a few months before the Norris party escaped, another advertisement, in the same 

newspaper, promised: 

     

     $300 Reward. 

     Ran away from the subscriber, living near Unity, Montgomery county [sic], Md., on the  

     night of the 23d inst., 

                                                    THREE NEGRO  B _ Y S, 

     JOHN, CHARLES and WASH. – John is a copper color, 17 years old, stout built and   

     rather surly-looking; Charles is 15 years old and very black, and Wash, is 15 years old,   

     and very dark, with one side of his head bald from the effect of a burn.  They are well  

     dressed in home made [sic] clothing. 

          THE ABOVE REWARD will be paid for their recovery if taken out of the State, or  

     a reward of $50 will be paid for each if taken within the State.  

            THOMAS GRIFFITH (Joseph Shaw, ed., The Carroll County Democrat, January 27, 

     1859). 

  

     Is it possible that some of these higher fees, offered in Maryland, forced Lee to offer a much 

more competitive fee for the capture of the three Norris runaways?  If so, he may have privately 

told the local constable to make such an offer through the constable's slave-catcher connections 

in Maryland.  Regardless, a fee of $300 for three runaways fleeing from Virginia seems to be 

similar to some of the fees offered for runaways fleeing from nearby Maryland.   

     In addition, Lee may have been obligated to pay fees and expenses for the fourth person 

apprehended along with the three original Norris escapees.         

19. Pryor, 274.  A 1705 Virginia law stated that "runaways are to be conveyed from constable 

to constable until carried home and lashed not exceeding thirty-nine times…" (Guild, 49, 51).  



20. Ms. Pryor claims that "it was the master's duty to enforce the law" (Pryor, 274). 

21. See above Note 16.  

22. Guild, 68.  In 1753, one Virginia law (prescribing whipping as a punishment), forbade 

whipping a "servant" with "more than forty lashes at one time" (Guild, 157).  It seems that from 

1798 to 1848, the number of lashes, often prescribed by law, was habitually restricted to thirty-

nine or fewer. (For examples of this restriction of thirty-nine lashes or fewer, see Guild, 68, 84, 

96, 97, 107, 113, 114-15, 117, 162-165, 167.) Why would Lee have an official from the county 

use the lash more than the common practice prescribed in the law?  Was the 50-lash statement an 

exaggeration by Norris?   

     For the "near epidemic of runaways," see Pryor, 264. 

23. See Guild, 89-90, 96, 101, 107, 162. 

24. Pryor, 274.  Ms. Pryor states: "The owner might exercise some judgment in how his slaves 

were punished, and occasionally an overzealous master was arraigned for mistreating a slave" 

(ibid.). 

25. See Thomas Forehand, Jr., ed., Robert E. Lee's Softer Side (Gretna: Pelican Publishing 

Company, 2007); this book contains many illustrations of Lee's kindness. 

26. See George M. Stroud, A Sketch of the Laws Relating to Slavery (1856. Reprint. Baltimore: 

Black Classic Press, 2005), 160-61.   

27. According to one writer in the 1800s, "[a] general rule on plantations is…that slaves must not 

be absent from 'quarters' in the evening, nor leave the plantation at any time without a written 

'pass'" (William Goodell, The American Slave Code in Theory and Practice, New York: 

American and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society. 1853. Reprint. New York: Arno Press, 1969, 226).  

Maryland laws "made" it "the duty of constables to repair monthly to all suspected places, and 

whip every negro [found] there without a license!  Owners of plantations…are required to 

send home…any 'strange negroes' on their premises."  These owners also were given the 

authority to have such strangers flogged (ibid., 228).  Another Maryland law stated: "[F]or 

'rambling, riding, or going abroad in the night, or riding horses in the daytime without leave, a   

slave may be whipt [sic], cropped, or branded…or otherwise punished'" (ibid., 229).  

     According to author Sally Hadden, some of "the most vivid memories of former bondsmen 

were beatings they received at the hands of patrollers" (Sally E. Hadden, Slave Patrols: Law 

and Violence in Virginia and the Carolinas, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 

2001, 117).  In the 1900s, "[m]any WPA interviewees, when asked if they knew about 

patrollers, remembered that they had the power to whip slaves, even if they knew nothing else 

about them" (ibid., 280, note 58).  Concerning one patrol in nearby Virginia, Ms. Hadden  

writes: "In [the town of] Abingdon,…curfew began at ten o'clock; a patroller on duty who 

found slaves on the streets after that time could give them up to fifteen lashes" (ibid., 59).   

     Before the war, one of the anonymous letters in The New York Tribune that had criticized Lee 

also labeled the un-named captor (of the Norris-escape party) as a "brute in human form" (FI, 

391).  Was the word "brute" chosen to imply that this unnamed person had whipped these 

escapees?  The word "brutality" was used to describe Robert E. Lee in the title of the Norris 

interview which read: "Robert E. Lee His Brutality to His Slaves" (National Anti-Slavery 

Standard, April 14, 1866).  Yet, if those of the Norris-escape party were whipped, is it possible 

that the real "brute," was not Lee but an overzealous Maryland constable, plantation owner, or 

roving patroller?    

28. See Guild, 72, 82-83.  

29. After the war, the Norris interview mentioned only three slaves as being part of this 



escape -- Norris, his sister, and a male cousin.  Is it possible that the presence of this fourth 

person caused these slaves to be whipped during their Maryland incarceration?  Could such a 

whipping at the jail have been triggered by Norris and his original companions for lying about 

this mysterious fourth person?  Concerning the three who escaped, author Elizabeth Pryor 

reveals: "As Lee describes it, the three 'absconded…were captured in Maryland making their 

way to Pennsylvania, brought back and are now hired out in lower Virginia'" (Pryor, 269).  Ms. 

Pryor also adds that certain "[r]ecords…show…that they [the three]…may have added a guide or 

additional runaway to the party en route" (ibid.).   

     Soon after the Norris escapees were arrested in Maryland, a local Maryland newspaper 

published: "Four negroes, two men and two women, were arrested…and committed to jail.  They 

say they are from Fairfax County, Va., owned by Robert E. Lee, Esq." (Joseph Shaw, ed., The 

Carroll County Democrat, Westminster, Maryland, June 2, 1859).  Did the reporter 

misunderstand what the slaves had said?  Or, did the members of the Norris party lie to the jailer 

by telling him that all four of them were Arlington slaves?  

30. Stroud, 167.  It may be that author Lydia Child is referring to this jail situation, mentioned by 

Stroud, when she comments about the necessity of the jailer's sending a letter to the one named 

by the fugitive as being the "owner." "If an answer does not arrive" in "time, the jailer must 

inflict twentyfive [sic] lashes, well laid on, and interrogate anew.  If the slave's second statement 

be not corroborated by the letter from the owner, twentyfive [sic] lashes are again administered."  

According to Ms. Child, this procedure would be continued for a half a year (Lydia Maria Child, 

An Appeal in Favor of that Class of Americans Called Africans, Boston: Allen and Ticknor, 

1833. Reprint. Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press, 1996, 57-58).   

     According to American Slavery as It Is: "[T]he most cruel and barbarous scourgings ever 

witnessed by man are daily and hourly inflicted" not only "by masters and negro-drivers…but by 

the constables…and jailors [sic]…" ([Theodore Dwight Weld], American Slavery as It Is: 

Testimony of a Thousand Witnesses, New York: American Anti-Slavery Society, 1839, Reprint. 

New York: Arno Press, 1969, 20.  This reprint, with a new preface by William Loren Katz, lists 

the author's name on the title page as "Timothy Dwight Weld."). 

31. FI, 391. Also the claim of being "frightened" is stated in the anonymous letter-to-the-editor 

titled "Some Facts that Should Come to Light." (See above.) 

32. Philip J. Schwarz, Slave Laws in Virginia (Athens: The University of Georgia Press, 

1996), 124.  A 1670 Virginia law reads in part: "every constable into whose hands a fugitive 

passes, shall whip him severely" (Guild, 44).  "Constables at the south are generally savage, 

brutal men.  They have become so accustomed to catching and whipping negroes, that they are   

as fierce as tigers" (Weld, 20). 

33. See above Note 16.    

34. The Journal of Negro History, vol. 20, no. 1 (January 1935), 319.  Your author has a friend 

who claims that he descends from slaves.  His family's oral history substantiates that salt was 

placed in wounds, caused by "flogging," to stop the bleeding, help heal the wounds more 

quickly, and also to help prevent infection (Oral Interview with author's "Friend," October 2011).  

35. See Weld: 60, 50, respectively, for the pain and "putrefaction"; 62, for "hot brine and 

turpentine"; 49, for the use of the "pickle"; 178-79, for "negro plaster."  Depending on the 

severity of the lashing, at times the brine solution would have to be applied for "several days, to 

keep…bruises from mortifying" (ibid., 65; for further use of such solutions, see ibid., 20, 46, 61, 

89.). 



36. For examples of slaves trying to exert pressure on their masters to gain immediate freedom, 

see Pryor, 264-65. 

37. FI, 392.       

38. Pryor, 271. 

39. Perry, 287. 

40. Belmont Chronicle, April 19, 1866. 

41. The Journal of Negro History, vol. 20, no. 4 (October 1935), 454, note 21, and 455. Writer E. 

Delorus Preston, Jr. states: "Charles Syphax…[who had] belonged to George Washington Parke 

Custis" married Maria Carter. Around the year "1826 Custis manumitted Maria" and "gave her a 

piece of property on the Arlington estate" which consisted of "15 acres."  The Syphax family 

lived "on that" portion of land for many years even though "[t]here was no deed, record, will or 

document of any sort to show the right of possession."  In May 1866, "a bill…for the relief of 

Maria Syphax" left "the Committee on Private Land Claims" and became law on June 12 after it 

"was signed by President…Johnson" (ibid., 449, 451-55).        

42. Doris Kearns Goodwin, Team of Rivals: The Political Genius of Abraham Lincoln (New 

York: Simon & Schuster Paperbacks, 2006), 206.           

43. National Anti-Slavery Standard, February 3, 1866.  Soon Ohio's Western Reserve Chronicle 

was publishing General B. F. Butler's speech "Confiscation of Southern Lands."  In his address 

to fellow soldiers, he spoke of the land which he wanted to be used by former Union soldiers -- 

land which had belonged to the Confederates.  He urged: "If anyone suggests to me that there is 

not land enough to be got, to him I answer: begin at Arlington and measure south until you…find 

enough….I say, therefore, my friends, urge Congress in every form to do justice" (Western 

Reserve Chronicle, February 14, 1866).  
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